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This is
why we
serve.

The

Long,
Hot
Summer

You know it’s that time of year again when you see heat waves shimmering off the

pavement. The days are getting longer and oh so hot.
Many a Soldier has been surprised by summer’s intensity. Sometimes heat attacks directly,
sizzling right down to your bones, making every move feel slow and awkward as you drip
with sweat and struggle to finish simple tasks. Sometimes the attack is indirect, as heat
wreaks havoc on your equipment that worked so well when the temperatures were cooler.
Crave a cool drink, Soldier? Well, so does your rig. Wanna sit a spell in the shade and catch
your breath? That generator probably needs a break, too. Both personal and preventive
maintenance are key to surviving a brutal summer.
Hot weather brings many challenges to missions and survival. Meeting those challenges
demands preparation, long before you feel the beads of sweat rolling down your brow.
You’ll find that PS articles can help you prepare for the worst summer throws your way.
Use PS along with the good word in your equipment TMs and you may find that one
preventive maintenance tip that saves your mission—or your life.
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COMBAT VEHICLES
• Wring Out Sponge to

Prevent Shorts

• Don’t Block Your

Tank’s Air!

• Fuel Up the Right Way
• Torque Away

Roadwheel Woes

• Disconnect Before

Dismounting!

• Relay Box Shakedown
• Switch Off Dead

Battery Surprises
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M1-Series Tanks…

G RRRRRRR

what’s the
matTer with
you? you loOk
kinda upset!

no
kiDding!
I’ve got
shorts
again!

Wring Out Sponge to Prevent Shorts
Crewmen, taking a minute to wring out a sponge could save you from shorts in the

electronic components that sit under the breech of your M1-series tank.
The recoil fluid residue colSponge is in tray under gun mount
lector sponge is in a tray right
under the gun mount. It soaks up
excess FRH that leaks out during
firing. Leaking FRH is completely
normal, by the way.
However, you have to wring
out the sponge every day after
firing. If you don’t, the sponge
gets saturated and the excess FRH
leaks down onto the electronics
gear, causing shorts.
But be sure you wear long
sleeves, gloves, goggles and a
faceshield when you wring out the
sponge. FRH contains a chemical
(tricresyl phosphate) that can cause
Wring out
paralysis if it’s taken internally, so
sponge after
dispose of it properly. FRH can
firing or
also be absorbed through the skin,
FRH drips on
components
so wash thoroughly with soap and
water if you get any on you.
Wringing out the sponge is covered in the AFTER operations tables for your
M1A1 and M1A2 tank.
It’s listed as Item 65 in TM 9-2350-264-10-3 (Sep 11, w/Ch 2, May 13) and Item
10 in TM 9-2350-388-10-3 (Dec 12).
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M1-Series Tanks…
what’S YOUr
pRobLem? yOu’Ve
bEen LaGging
BeHiND aLl dAY!

Don’t Block
Your Tank’s Air!
I {huhHh}
can’T…
BREatHe…

…mY {huHhh}
air sUPplY
is {hhhuUhHh}
bLoCKed…

Dear Editor,
M1-series tank crews have a ton of gear to carry when they’re on a mission.
Not only do they have the basic issue items (BII) for their tank, they also have
their personal stuff.
Question is, where do they
store it all? A lot of crews stack
their stuff on top of the air
induction system grille. They also
like to put BII and other items in
the empty space on top of the
precleaner. They figure there’s no
sense letting that extra room go
to waste.
But that’s a bad idea because
that’s where the tank gets the
fresh air it needs to stay cool.
If the airflow is restricted, the
Storing
engine overheats and burns up. So
items on air
crews should look somewhere else
induction
to store BII and personal gear.

grille…

…or on top
of precleaner
cuts off air!

SSG Eric Rodriguez
3rd BCT

Editor’s note: Tankers, a better
idea is to install an adjustable cargo
net, NSN 3940-01-503-8210, to your
tank’s bustle rack. That provides the
storage you need while keeping your
tank breathing easy!
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M1-Series
Tanks…

Fuel Up the Right Way

Oh, WOw!
You’re a
MEsS!

thaT’s ‘CausE
mY CREW doesn’T
KNow the riGHt
way to FiLl my
fuEl ceLls!

Dear Editor,
Filling the fuel cells on your M1-series tank is a routine task. But that
doesn’t mean you should get sloppy while you’re doing it.
Too many crewmen fill
their tank’s fuel cells as
Stop
full as they can. That can
fueling
cause problems because fuel
expands as it heats up. So
when fuel
unless you leave room for
appears
expansion when filling the
halfway
cells, you’ll end up with a fuel
up screen
geyser.
When topping off, stop as
soon as you see fuel halfway
up the filler neck screen.
That’ll keep the fuel in the
cell where it belongs.
Also, don’t forget to clean
Clean around fuel tank cover before adding fuel
around the fuel tank cover
before adding fuel. Loose
dirt can clog fuel filters
and cause your tank to lose
engine power.
The -10 TM has plenty of
good info on the right way
to fuel your tank.
		 SGT Laurence Simunaci
		 3rd BCT

Editor’s note: Good stuff to know when it’s time to tank up!
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M88-Series Recovery Vehicle…

WHOa!
this is NOT
GOod!

LoOKs likE
soMeBodY
ForGot to
CHEck yOur
ROAdwhEel
NUts!

Torque Away Roadwheel Woes
Dear Half-Mast,
As a mechanic at the
National Training Center, I see
a lot of M88-series recovery
vehicles with loose roadwheel
nuts. That’s common because
the rough terrain and heavy
workload put a lot of pressure
on the nuts.
Can you help spread the word
to check those roadwheel nuts
on a regular basis?
			
SSG R.M.

Loose nut
can damage
roadwheel

Dear Sergeant,
Sure thing! Crews, remember that just because roadwheel nuts are torqued in
place doesn’t mean they’ll stay that way. If even one nut loosens, that increases
the pressure on the rest. Pretty soon, there’s a chain reaction of loose nuts, wobbly
road-wheels and snapped studs. That can cause a thrown track and put a vehicle
out of action.
Mechanics, spot loose nuts before they cause trouble. Look for shiny spots
around the flat washer under the roadwheel nut.
Replace missing nuts with NSN 5310-01-064-3910 and flat washers with NSN
5310-00-809-9514. Retorque loose nuts to 320-350 lb-ft for the M88A1 and 350400 lb-ft for the M88A2.
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Stryker…

Disconnect BEFORE
Dismounting!

EasY, NOw!
MaKe suRE yoU
don’T DAMAge
My SeatBElt
RetracTOrs!

ALl RiGhT,
We’rE HeRE.
Let’S DisMOUnt
and Get GOing!

Crewmen, sometimes
you’re in a hurry
to get out of your
Stryker, especially
during a mission.

But if you don’t dismount
the right way, you can
damage the gunner
restraint system (GRS)
and put yourself at risk.

Harness

Be sure to disconnect
the GRS harness before
you dismount from the
left and right rear air
sentry guard positions.

Seatbelt
retractor

if you don’t, part of
the harness and the
seatbelt retractor,
Nsn 2540-01-593-9742,
can hang between the
open ramp and the
vehicle’s hull.
When the ramp is
closed, the paw inside
the seatbelt retractor
can get broken or bent
and cause the seatbelt
retractor to seize.

Retractor
can be
damaged if
harness is
connected
and hangs
between
vehicle’s hull
and ramp

Your unit ends up having
to replace a damaged
retractor, which costs
time and money.

Even worse, a GRS that doesn’t work right
won’t protect you in an accident! So take an
extra second or two and disconnect the GRS
harness before you dismount.

PS 764
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MLRS…

Relay Box Shakedown
yuh-you tHink wuh-we’lL
ever be aH-aBlE tO t-take
a nice, suh-smooth ROad?
these buh-buMps
are sh-shaking me
Uh-up inside!

I juh-just hope they chcheck our relay buh-bOxes
when we geh-get back!

Who doesn’t
like driving down
a smooth, bumpfree road?
Unfortunately,
MLRS fire
missions usually
involve going
across all kinds
of terrain. And
a lot of it ain’t
smooth!

The relay box is welded in place. But
the constant vibration from operation and
firing can break the welds and allow the
box to jump around. Before you know it, the
ground for the K1 relay is lost and the LLM
batteries won’t charge.
Check relay box
for movement

in other words,
your MLRS is
subjected to
all sorts of

bumps, jOlts
and bouncEs
that all
result in a lot
of vibration.
That vibration
can lead to a
damaged second
generator
relay box.

PS 764

During PMCS, take a few seconds to check
the relay box. If it moves, tell your mechanic.
He’ll get it welded securely back in place.
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M109A6 Paladin…

Switch Off Dead Battery Surprises
YOu lOoK likE
yOu Had A RouGh
nigHt, PAl.

yeah, anD iT’s YOuR
FAulT. YoU LEFt
mY MAsTer POweR
SwitCh oN and MY
bATtERies diED!

crewmen, don’t forget to
turn your M109A6 Paladin’s
MASTER POWER switch to
OFF after you’ve shut down
the engine.
Forget and you could be
in for a nasty surprise the
next time you try to start
up your Paladin.
That’s because leaving
the MASTER POWER on when
the vehicle isn’t running
drains the batteries. And
finding your Paladin has
dead batteries is no way
to start your day.
Make sure you
follow the engine
shutdown procedures
in the -10 TM s.
That keeps the
batteries ready to
go when you are.

The

next
day…

Turn MASTER POWER switch to
OFF after shutting down engine
YOU LoOk LiKE
yOu’RE REadY fOr A
FirE MiSsioN TODay!

AmaZinG How MUCh
BetTer I FeEl whEn
yOu GO BY The TM!

And
remember:
you can
e
damage th em
syst
electrical
off
if you turn WER
PO
the MASTER e the
il
switch wh
ill
engine is st
running.
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TACTICAL VEHICLES
• Contain Spilled Fuel

with Containment
Berms
• Can You Handle Too
Much Lip?
• M1074 PLS Manifold
Solenoid NSN
• PLS A1, HEMTT A4
Transfer Case Oil

haPpy
independence
day!
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ThEse spill
containment berms
are pretty nice!

Sure are! they
make CLEaNUp
of MinOR spiLlS
MUCh eAsiEr!

contain spilled fuel
with containment berms

Dear Half-Mast,
We’re having trouble finding
NSNs for fuel containment berms
to put around our fuel tankers.
Can you help us out?
CPT J.W.E.

Dear Captain,
You bet, Sir!
Spill containment berms
Containment
come in many different sizes,
berms come in
styles, and types. They can be
many different
used with something as big as
sizes and styles
a fuel tanker or as small as a
55-gal drum. These flexible
berms can be set up quickly on
site and used for maintenance
or fueling operations to
contain oil, fuel, waste water
or other hazardous materials.
With so many berms
available, there just isn’t room to publish them all in PS Magazine. So instead, drop
me a line. I’ll forward you an extensive list of containment berm NSNs so you can
select the one that best meets your needs. Email me at:
usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil

PS 764
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Enhanced Container Handling Unit…

Can You Handle Too Much Lip?

When that happens, the
flatrack can jump loose
from the slider bed.
Sometimes, the rack can
even jump completely off the
slider and roller assembly.

Easy does it, now.
You don’t want to
snag the edge of that
slider pad again!

That’s a tough one to fix!

Rack could jump outside of slider bed and rollers

Fear
not!

An overhanging pad can be
fixed by your mechanic.

Mechanic
can remove
lip with
right tools

And we’ve got the instructions
straight from the manufacturer.
To get a copy, drop us a line at:

usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@
mail.mil
When loading a flatrack onto
the enhanced container handling
unit (E-CHU), you definitely don’t
want it jumping off the tracks!

The pads,
NSN 5340-01-573-5856
(right hand) and
NSN 5340-01-573-6003
(left hand),
are designed to take
the wear of flatrack
loading, protecting
the slider bed.

But that can happen if
the pad on your E-CHU’s
front slider bed is a
little too long.

Get the manifold
solenoid for your
M1074 PLS with NSN
4810-01-359-0988.

But if one or
both of the pads
are too long, the
edge hangs over
the slider bed,
creating a lip that
can catch or bind
against a loading
flatrack.

Pad that’s too long...

M1074 PLS Manifold Solenoid NSN
NSN 5330-01-525-9419, which is
shown as Item 35 in Fig 458 of TM
9-2320-364-14&P in IETM EM 0206
(Apr 09), brings the wrong item.

...can catch edge of flatrack

PLS A1, HEMTT A4 Transfer Case Oil

PS 764
764 12-13.indd 1-2
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The transfer case for
your M1074a1/M1075a1
PLS and HEMTT A4 can
now use 15W40 oil as
a suitable substitute
for 40W oil. Use these
NSNs to order:

NSN 9150-

Size

01-421-1427
01-421-1424
01-421-1432

1-qt bottle
5-gal can
55-gal drum

6/6/16 10:34 AM

• Keep Transmission

Oil on the Level

• One Press Prevents

Turbo Burnout

• Make Your Mark!

N
O
I
T
C
U
R
T
S
N
CO
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120M Road Grader…

Keep Transmission Oil on the Level
Remember, I nEed to be parked
On a level surface when you check
my transmission oil level.
Pardner,
I know AlL
abOut kEeping
things leVEl!

Operators, stay level-headed when it comes to checking your grader’s transmission
oil level. That also means using the right oil.
This is an after-operations check and must be made under the following conditions:
•
•
•
•

The grader must be parked on a level surface.
Leave the engine running.
Put the transmission in neutral.
Make sure the transmission oil is at
operating temperature (between 160°F
and 230°F).

The oil level should fall in the crosshatched area of the dipstick. If it’s
above, call your mechanic. If below,
add oil through the oil filler tube until
the level is in the cross-hatched area.
Under normal operating conditions,
Oil level should fall in
OE/HDO-15W40 is the only oil to use
cross-hatched area of dipstick
in the grader’s transmission.
You’ll find this information as PMCS check #61 in WP 0013-26 of TM 5-3805293-10 (Dec 10).

PS 764
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Backhoe
Loader…

One Press Prevents
Turbo Burnout

Time to go!
We’ve got a
lot of work
ahead of us
today.

But I’ve been
sitting here for
weeks! You’d
better prime my
turbocharger
first!

Operators, if your backhoe loader has been idle for a while, remember to use the fuel
pump solenoid switch to prime and protect the turbocharger.
The switch is located to the right and just below the steering wheel. Holding
the switch down shuts off the engine’s fuel pump. The engine won’t start, but the
turbocharger gets primed and lubricated before actual startup.
To do it right, follow these steps from WP 0010-4 in TM 5-2420-231-10 (Feb 09):
1. Engage the parking brake.
2. Shift the direction control lever to the neutral position.

3. Press and hold the right side of the fuel pump solenoid
switch to disengage the fuel pump.
4. From the operator’s seat, turn the starter key switch to
START and actuate the starter motor for 10 seconds,
then turn the starter key switch back to the OFF position.
5. Release the fuel pump solenoid switch. The fuel pump
will reengage.
6. Follow the Starting Engine procedure that starts on WP
0010-2 to start the engine.

Remember, the fuel pump solenoid switch is only for when the engine hasn’t been
started for a long time or whenever the engine oil has been drained completely and not
refilled right away.

PS 764
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Backhoe
Loader…

Make Your Mark!
I think
you
oughta
check my
wheel
nuts!
Things
are
feeling
a little
wobbly!

All it takes
is one loose
lug nut on
the wheel of
your backhoe
loader (BhL).
Before you
know it, a
second one is
loose. Then
three, then…
Well, you get
the picture.

As the nuts loosen, the wheel begins to wobble, slowly
wallowing out the stud holes and ruining the wheel. Enough
of that damage and the wheel can break off completely.

Look for shiny spots or
rust around and under nut

So eyeball
those nuts
for tightness
every week.
Look for
two things:

shiny spots
on the nut’s
washer and

corrosion
around
the nuts.

have your mechanic torque any loose nuts to 185 lb-ft.
Once they’re tightened,
make your mark so you
can quickly check the
nuts for movement in
the future.
Use a white marker pen
or some torque seal,
NSN 8030-00-408-1137,
and make a line across
the stud end and nut.

If white line drawn across nut and stud
doesn’t line up, nut has loosened

PS 764
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That makes the weekly
check for loose nuts an
easy one. if a nut moves,
the line won’t line up
anymore.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protect Rescue Hoists from Corrosion
Turn in Apache Main Rotor Blades
Apache Parts Needed Now!
Stabilator Amplifier Replaced
Got Life Raft Problems?
High-Flying Suggestions!
PRT May Have Rivet Problem
Nevermore Forget These Tips,
Quoth the Raven

AVIATION
PS 764
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Aircraft General…

Protect Rescue Hoists
from CORROSION
Foster, you
ready to
pack up this
hoist and
put it away?

Yeah, ADams! Let’s
pack this BabY uP.
But We’lL nEed
somE DESicCanT to
PRoteCt thE HOiST
from CORrosioN.
I’m a
corRosiON
hUB. witHoUt
deSiCCAnt,
that HoiST
is TOast!

an Ounce of
Prevention is
worth A Pound
of cure.

That was true when Benjamin fRAnklin said it then and it’s
true now, especially when it comes to proper storage of
the internal rescue hoist (IRH), NSN 1680-01-552-3442!
Proper IRH storage is
all about preventing and
controlling corrosion.

That means keeping
the IRH as moisture-free
as possible.

Properly store internal rescue hoist to prevent corrosion
Corrosion
happens when
moisture, acids,
bases or salts
come into
contact with
metal.
Depending on the
type of metal,
corrosion can
show up as
tarnish, pitting,
fogging, residue
or cracking.
Unfortunately, IRh s are being neglected and stored in conditions that
allow corrosion to spread rapidly. And with spare parts harder to get,
preventing corrosion is more important than ever.

PS 764
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Keep IRHs dry
and protected.
thE RiGhT ENviRonMenT and the
rigHt AMouNt of DEsiCcanT stopS
Always store them
CORroSion Dead in its tRAcKs.
in their containers
and make sure
the containers
are properly
fastened to keep
moisture out.
Store containers
indoors when
possible and
control the
always protect
storage
them from rain.
environment.
the shipPing and STORage contAiNer nsn is
8145-01-076- 74 76, pn Cw5545-1505.

Moisture
te
can crea
s for
problem rlype
o
even pr
Hs.
stored IRs a
So what’
to
r
Soldie
do?

1
2

Use desiccants. Desiccants are designed to absorb moisture and keep
things dry. When storing an IRH, put large packs of desiccant inside
the container to protect it from the moisture that leads to corrosion.

The amount of space in
the container that needs
protection requires
46 units of absorption.
There are a few ways you
can accomplish this.
Here are some
suggested desiccants:
16-unit desiccant pouches
(packed with 150/drum),

NSN 6850-00-264-6572, and
eight-unit desiccant pouches
(packed 300/drum),
NSN 6850-00-164-6571.

For instance, you could use three 16-unit
or six 8-unit (48 units total) desiccant
pouches for each container. Use any
combination that will get you a total of
46 or more desiccant units or whatever is
called for in your unit’s local SOP.
Applying an ounce of
prevention is the best way
to avoid costly repairs.
To keep your IRHs on the
job for years to come,
spend a few minutes
storing them and their
containers properly!

isn’T thiS
the HoiST
we pACKed
UP MonThs
aGo?

yeah! caN’t
YOU TElL? No
CoRRosiON at
AlL, thaNks
to the RighT
AMOunt of
DesiCCant!

Turn in Apache Main Rotor Blades

OK, guys!
this is thE
LAst one!

GoOd JOb,
sOLDieRs!
NoW mAKE sure
the PAperWorK
is iN ORder
so thoSE
unserviceABLE
blADes
Can BE TURNed
in to CoRPUs
cHrisTi.

Apache main
rotor blades
are experiencing
high washout due
to soft trailing
edges.

if you have any
unserviceable main rotor
blades, return them to
plant 7015/RIC B52,
Corpus Christi Army Depot

ASAp.

Here’s a
short list of
the NSN s to
look for.

1615-01-332-0702
1615-01-553-2853
1615-01-310-4987
1615-01-415-6397
1615-01-330-5098

Got questions? Contact Brian King,

DSN 645-0841, (256) 955-0841 or by email:
brian.b.king.civ@mail.mil

Apache Parts Needed Now!
In order to prevent unnecessary downtime and work stoppage, Team Apache is
requesting that units return the following
unserviceable assets to the depot for repair.
If you have any of these components,
turn them in ASAP. The main rotor shoe
assembly is especially critical.

PS 764

Item

NSN

Main rotor shoe assembly
Tail rotor coupling
Tail rotor shaft assembly
Shouldered shaft

1615-01-245-9826
1615-01-154-7077
1615-01-388-1326
3040-01-156-5372
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UH-60A/L…

STABILATOR AMPLIFIER REPLACED
What’s
new in
PS?

it LoOks liKe A and
L moDel bLacK HAWks
thAt HaVE dOUBle
bOx ampliFieRs wiLl
be REPLAced with A
SinglE BOX AmpLiFiEr.

The DSC also has a parameter display mode, allowing stabilator rigging from the
DSC controls. The DSC’s modern electronics and solid state gyroscope mean it is
lighter, consumes less power, and will fail less often than the old legacy stabilator
amplifiers. That increases fleet readiness and improves mission performance—
always a plus in the maintenance department.

One Month
Later…

ThingS ARE aBouT
to Get a WhOLe
LOt eASiEr nOw!
THis BoX has BIT
capaBiliTY.

ALSE…

Pilots and mechanics, the time has come for the Black Hawk’s 25-year-old original

Got Life
Life Raft
Raft Problems?
Problems?
Got
SOMEBodY CaLl
my MoMmA! What
HapPened here?

stabilator amplifiers to be put out to pasture.
Because of serious maintenance issues like frequent gyroscope and flex circuit
replacement, the old stabilator amplifiers are no longer reliable. They are being
replaced with a single-box configuration dual stabilator controller (DSC), NSN
5996-01-547-3452. The legacy stabilator amplifiers were coded terminal back in
2015. The changeover is already underway.
Double box ampliflier…

764 22-23.indd 1-2

CaLl these
contacts! they’ll
help you get rid
of this mountain
of life rafts!

…will be replaced with a single box ampliflier

The new DSC is more reliable and less expensive. It comes with built-in-test (BIT)
capability and eliminates the need for TS-3920 test set troubleshooting.
In addition to identifying problems internal to the DSC, the BIT capability can
identify problems with other line replaceable units (LRUs) that interfere with the
stabilator system, such as the actuators, lateral accelerometer and airspeed sensors.

PS 764

Problem…
rafts… Expiring…
warranties
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ALSE

techs, if your joint service vacuum packed life raft (JSVPLR) has a service/shelf life
warranty that’s about to expire or you have problem rafts that need attention, contact the PM
Air Warrior headshed for help.
They’ll let you know what to do with unserviceable rafts and ones with expiring warranties.
Contact Carlos Morris at (256) 808‑5082 or email: carlos.morris2.ctr@mail.mil
You can also contact Scott Gonzalez at (256) 876‑6545 or email: scott.a.gonzalez.civ@mail.mil

6/6/16 10:35 AM

Shadow Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle…

Oh, MY! I’ve
beEn SitTinG
HeRE for
weEks and I
JUST DOn’t
think I CAN
GET ofF the
GROund!

The cables are not
designed to be failure
points in the system–
it’s cheaper to replace
a cable than the
ground data terminal
or the Shadow. So…

To keep
feet off the
cables, mark
off the path
where they
are laid with
engineer tape
or something
similar.

don’t tie them
together!

ALSE…

PRT May Have Rivet Problem
Dear Editor,
I have a few suggestions to keep Shadows flying high:
Don’t let Shadows sit. If Shadows
don’t get any attention for weeks
at a time, they develop problems with
components like the servo or the avionics
control equipment box. Just doing the
Shadow’s weekly PMCS will prevent those
problems.
Use reflective tape on the air-craftto-launcher power cable. If you put
strips of reflective tape on the cable, it’s
much easier to see at night, which makes
it easier to check that the cable has been
disconnected before the launch. That could
save you a power cable.
SSG Devin Seger
86th Inf Bde
Thanks for the tips,
Sergeant. They should help
Shadows stay high in the sky.
One caution: Some units are
tying together ground data
terminal cables to make
them easier to see and less
likely to be stepped on.
This is not a good idea.
Tying cables together
can create electromagnetic
interference and possibly
a fire hazard or short
circuiting!

764 24-25.indd 1-2

Put reflective tape on power cable

Do not tie ground data
terminal cables together!

I’ve beEn
WAiTinG
foR theSE
tO comE in!

Jones, you gotta
eyeball those tethers for
missing rivets/pins.
We have a warning
about that in this
month’s issue of PS!

ALSE

techs, a potential quality issue was found with the personal restraint tether
(PRT), NSN 1680-01-564-6813.
A PRT snap hook ejector was
Inspect all snap hook ejectors
for missing rivets/pins
returned due to missing rivets/pins.
It’s not a widespread problem, but
you should visually inspect the
snap hook quick ejectors on all
PRTs to ensure both rivets/pins on
the upper portion of the snap hook
quick ejector are present.
If you find PRTs with missing hardware, complete a Product Quality Deficiency
Report (PQDR) at: https://www.pdrep.csd.disa.mil
For more information, check out PM Air Warrior message ALSE 1402. Check
it out at: https://airwarrior.redstone.army.mil

PS 764
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Nevermore Forget These Tips,
Quoth the Raven
if you want
to keep me
up in the air,
that is!

Dear Editor,
Here are few ways to keep your Raven small unmanned aircraft flying where
you want it to:

Always keep Ravens at least 400 meters apart. If they fly closer than
that, at least one of the Ravens–and maybe both–can lose contact with the
digital data link. And, of course, flying too close could also lead to a collision.

HeY! what’s the
big idea?! You’re
SUPposeD to StAY at
leaST 400 meters
aWay fROM me!

Keep the Raven controls away
from
any
jamming
equipment,
like Duke or Warlock, or make
sure they’re turned off. Jamming
equipment can make you lose control of
the Raven, which leads to an unplanned
landing.
Autoland like you’re supposed to.
If you manually land the Raven at full
throttle or the wrong angle, it can
crash. If you must manually land, reduce
the throttle to drop altitude and the
low-level Autoland to let the Raven glide
in for a landing.
				
Richard Yanez
				
AMCOM LAR

WHOA! YoU NEed
tO ThroTtle
Down for MY
LandiNG.

Editor’s note: Raven crews should quote your tips often, Richard. Thanks.

PS 764
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The Accidental
Martian
In the year 2053, the crew

of the Impending Doom III
manned mission to Mars is
on Day 45 of their year-long
expedition to the Red Planet.
Things are a bit tense
among the thrEe-pErson
Crew as an approaching
sand storm and weeks of
bad NASA food take their
toll on the astronauts…
{siiigH} I could
sure use a hotdog
right about now.

A man can
only eat
so much
freezedried
zucchini.

mackney, if you’d
done preventive
maintenance on
the Food-O-Matic
like you were
s’posed to…

…we’d
all be
eating
steak and
lobster
right
now!

Boy, I’ll
never live that
one down!

HWH
OOP
W
		 OOP
				
HOOP
W
		 WHOHOPOP
W O
what is
that!?!

listen up, you guys!
That sand storm is gonna
hit sOoner than expected!
are you prepared?

I sorta
maybe
did it…

Mackney, did you make
sure everything was tied
down and the ropes were
in good shape? Last
thing we need is for this
place to blow away!

…so
it’s sorta,
maybe Ok.

hey,
GuyS!
I’m Up
hEre!

LLater…
ater…
Mackney had
just one job—
PM—and he
didn’t do it!

POor Mackney.
I guess he got
blown away by
the storm.

This is even
worse than
the Food-OMatic incident!

OK, Haskel.
We’re getting
out of here!

darn!
why can’t
they hear
me!?

What about
Mackney? Sure, he
was terrible at
PM. But should
we leave without
at least looking
for him?

Why are they
always bugging
me about PM?

SSuDdenlY…
uDdenlY…

I know it’s a
bad situation,
but we gotta
gEt OUTta here.
it’s GetTing
worse!

Hey,
waiT!

Uh…
guys?
I didn’t
do my
helmet
pm!

PS 764
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Wait, what’s
this? ‘‘Operator’s
Manual for the
interplanetary
Two-Way Radio…’’

oh, man!
Stuck here
on the Red
Planet all
by myself
with nothing
to help me
survive…

Maybe this’ll
tell me how to
fix this stupid
thing so I can
call for help.

…except
this spare
Habitat
1000!

Says here the
first thing I
should do if it
doesn’t turn on
is make sure it’s
plugged into
the wall socket.

Oh, LoOk, A
two-way radio!

That’s
crazy!
Who’d
forget
to do
something
like that?

weLl, I’lL
be! Who
woulda
thunk that a
TM actually
has useful
information
in it?

But…
But…
it’s bROKen!
I’m DOOmed!!

I can call
Earth and get
them to send
out another
spaceship!

HeLlo, EartH?
Can You HeaR
Me? helLO?

this ain’T
GOod!

PS 764
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{z zrk ll, if it
isn’t Ast{frzk}ut
Mackney! You know
we’re {zrkk}na
have to dock your
paycheck for {z r} t
Food-O-Matic,
right?
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All right!
Don’t get
so huffy!

I’lL just
foLlow the
TM and SeE
if I Can get
this baby
up and
running.

we’Ll teLl the
shiP tO Go back
fOR you.

Habitat

Oh, good grief! I
don’t care! as long
as you get me off
this planet!

NO ProBLEm!
I’ve goT A Rover
That I can Drive
thEre.

Meet it in two
days near the
Big Ol’ Crater
on the other
side of the
planet.

Wish I’d
known how
useful those
TMs were
before now!

THere!
that
OUGHTa
DO it!

landing zone

BBut…
ut…

ruh-ruh-ruh-ruh-ruh-ruh-ruh-ruh-ruh-ruhTTwo
wo days
days

…and,
brother,
I HATe
POTatoes!

later…
later…

Hello,
Mackney!
whatcha
beEn uP To
dowN heRe
bY yOURself?

Good thing
I had the
TM to help
me get this
beacon set
up right!

just mY lUck!
But maybe I can
find another
one of those
technical manuals
that come in handy
in situations
like this.

ahHA!

it’s about
time! if I
was here
any longer,
I woulda
had to start
growing
potatoes
for food…

PS 764
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WelL, we
hOPE yOu
at lEASt
leARneD
YOuR lEsSon
about the
importance
of PM!

Not much. A little
bit of this. A LiTTle
BiT oF THat.

I don’t suppose you
guys were ever able to
get that Food-O-Matic up
and running, were you?
I’m starving!

Oh, don’t
worry. I’ve
learned
my lesson.
Preventive
maintenance
saves you
a lot of
headaches!

loOks like
it’s tATers
toNigHt!

PS 764
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SMALL ARMS

also
featuring

MISSILES,

cbrn,

and

TOOls

• Mop Up Moisture Threat
• Unauthorized Mods:

Bad or Illegal?

• Breech Lock Spring Pin

NSN?

• Demil Lasers and Sensors
• Six Steps to Great Radar

Detecting

• ID Plate Fading?

Tell TACOM!

• This and That for SATS
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Small Arms…

mop up moisture threat
you wanNa do this job
right? Use BOTH Lube
and a dehumidifier!

Weapons need
lubrication or
corrosion will
make short
work of them.

it Seems like only
yesterday I was in
fine working ordEr!

you’d be
a damp
foOl not
tO!

Armorers,
don’t accept
any weapon
for storage
until it’s been
cleaned and
lubed like it
says in the
weapon’s
-10 TM.

Most arms rooms are going to
also need a dehumidifier to help
fight corrosion.

HOld On!
I haven’T
BEen LubEd.
I’m as DrY
as A bOnE!
I can’T BE
storEd liKE
this!

Dear Editor,
We are running
into armorers who
believe weapons don’t
need to be lubed
for storage if the
arms room has a
dehumidifier. That is
absolutely not true
and we’re seeing
corroded weapons
as a result. It would
be a good idea for
PS to detail how
to best protect
weapons in storage.

No weapon
should ever be
stored dry,
regardless
of the climate
or number of
dehumidifiers in
the arms room.

764 36-37.indd 1-2
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At the very least, an
arms room should have one
with a 15-pint capacity.

in larger arms
rooms or areas with
high humidity, you
need a dehumidifier
with a 30- to 60-pint
capacity.
Most large home
supply outlets have
a large selection of
dehumidifiers.

this ARMs
RoOm is TOo
biG for mE!
theY NeEd
one OF My Big
brOtheRs!

Dehumidifiers lose
their effectiveness
above 95°F, so arms
rooms should be
kept below that
temperature if
possible.
Put dehumidifiers on the floor since that’s where the
moisture settles. Circulating the air also helps fight
humidity, so running a fan is a good idea, especially if
it blows into corners. ideally, you want the humidity to
stay between 35 to 45 percent.
But a dehumidifier
won’t do much good
if you don’t empty it.

Tony Gibson
Robert Hesch
Alden James
Small Arms Repair,
		 Logistics
		 Support Center

PS 764

Once
they’ve been
cleaned and
lubed, the
weapons’
TMs say you
can store
weapons
for up to
90 days
without
cleaning or
lubing them
again.
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in very humid
environments, you
may need to do
that every day. And
if you’re going to
be gone, make sure
someone else
does it!

Hey! wiLl
somEbodY
EmPty
me?!
I’m
about to

BURst!

5/24/16 1:49 PM

Small Arms…
that’s an
UNAuthorized
ModifiCAtion
you have
there on your
rifle.
THAt cOuld
LEad to
TroubLE for
Both yOU and
your rifle.

YEAh, why’D
Ya have t’Go
and MOdiFY
me?!

This seems to be
a problem that
won’t go away,
sergeant.

First of all,
these unauthorized
modifications are
flat-out illegal!

you sHOulD
knoW that’S
No GOoD!

And, of course,
there are the
different laser grips
that show up on
M9 pistols.

Para 3-1e of AR 750-10 states:
‘‘Commanders will not allow their
equipment to be modified unless
there is an official MWO.’’

But more importantly, these
modifications can hurt your
weapon’s performance. The
wrong M16 charging handle can
make it impossible to use the
forward assist. The wrong M16
pistol grip can interfere with
the trigger mechanism.

Unauthorized Mods:
Bad or Illegal?

Why do something
that can put you and
your fellow Soldiers
in danger?

questions… and answers!

The Answer to that question is…

Both!
M2A1
Machine
Gun…

Dear Half-Mast,
In my job as a small arms repairman, I constantly see unauthorized
accessories on small arms. These include optics, grips, and buttstocks. Is
there someplace that shows what exactly is authorized for each weapon?
And is there a procedure for dealing with these unauthorized accessories?
I have been taking them back to my office and telling the armorer that
the Soldier can come see me if he wants the item back.
SGT Z.E.

764 38-39.indd 1-2

Lately we’ve heard of
Soldiers putting unauthorized
charging handles, sling
mounts, and pistol grips on
their M16 rifles.

Where do you
find what’s
authorized
for your
weapon?

What can
I do with
unauthorized
items?

The -10 and
-23&P for
each weapon
list what
items are
allowed.

That’s a
matter of
local SOP.
Some posts
trash the
items.

Breech Lock Spring Pin NSN?

Dear Half-Mast,
When you replace the M2A1
machine gun’s breech lock, you’re
also supposed to replace the
spring pin, NSN 5315-01-541-7233.
It’s Item 18 of Fig 1 in TM 9-1005347-23&P (Jul 11). Unfortunately,
that NSN is no good. How do you
order the spring pin?
SGT T.G.

PS 764

Pin

Dear Sergeant,
Use NSN 531500-051-8637 to
order the pin.
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I think you guys have reacHED
The End OF thE ROaD. Now I’m goNna
dEMiL You and Say GoOdBYE.

Demil Lasers and Sensors
To MAke
it EAsieR
tO TURn iN
lAsers aND
SENsOrs,
their demil
codes
are being
changed
from
F to D.
That
means you
can demil
them
without
having to
contact
TACOM.

hEre’s What you gotta DO:
remove their batteries and
Break the glass on all of
them, including each of the
lasers before turning them in
to DLA Disposition Services.

Questions?
Contact Engels Arias at
DSN 786-1230, (586) 282-1230
or email:

engels.d.arias.civ@mail.mil

PS 764
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NSN

AN/PAQ-4
M30 boresight
AN/PEM LBS
LA-8/P-ALP (left hand)
LA-8/P-ALP (right hand)
AN/PEQ-14 ILWP (black)
AN/PEQ-14 ILWP (tan)
AN/PEQ-16A MIPIM
AN/PEQ-16B LED version
LA-13P GLIS BE Meyers
LA-12P GLIS L-3
AN/PEQ-15 ATPIAL (black)
AN/PEQ-15 ATPIAL (tan)
AN/PEQ-15A DBAL (black)
AN/PEQ-15A DBAL (green)
MFAL
AN/PAQ-4A
AN/PAQ-4B
AN/PAQ-4C
AN/PEQ-2B TPIAL
AN/PEQ-2C TPIAL
AN/PEQ-10 ILWIP
AN/PEQ-16 IPIM

5855-01-107-5925
4933-01-394-7781
5860-01-471-2091
5860-01-564-8167
5860-01-558-4706
5855-01-538-0191
5855-01-571-1258
5855-01-550-2780
5855-01-582-1584
5860-01-598-6556
5860-01-598-7398
5855-01-534-5931
5855-01-577-7174
5855-01-535-6166
5855-01-579-0062
5855-01-537-6000
5855-01-312-5160
5855-01-361-1362
5855-01-398-4315
5855-01-515-6904
5855-01-515-6908
5855-01-529-4726
5855-01-538-5521
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Patriot Missile System…

six steps to

Great radar
detecting
Ohhh, those
adjustments
were sOoo good!
I feel GRrReat!
Let’S DO
soME seRioUS
RADiaTiNG!

Dear Editor,
If Patriot units have their support make these six
adjustments to their AN/MPQ-65 radars semiannually
and before they fire, they’ll get great radar.
All of these adjustments are from TM 9-1425-1602—
34-1. The first three must be done in order:
Adjust:
		 1. TVMAP front end AGC (WP 00 4300).
		 2. TVMAP track range channels (WP 00 440v0).
		 3. TVMAP acquisition range channels (WP 00 4500)
These three adjustments can be done in any order:
		 • TVMAP back end AGC (WP 00 4600)
		 • Quadrature local crystal oscillator (WP 00 4200)
		 • TVMCP range channels (WP 00 4700)
							
							

PS 764

Every Patriot
unit should
adjust to your
suggestions.
Thanks, Chief.

CW2 Christopher Shackelford
3/43 BN
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M26 Decon…

ID Plate Fading? Tell TACOM!
I defiNiTELY
NeEd A neW
DaTA platE!

All your info is
blurRed! I don’T
KNow WhiCH M26
yOu ArE!

POL products will cause
the M26 decon’s data plate
to fade over time.
This is especially a
problem for M26 s
whose data plate
is close to the
fuel tank opening.
Your M26s may need
new data plates.

Check them now.
if any plate has
faded at least
50 percent or the
IUID marking can’t
be scanned,
the plate needs to
be replaced.

Eventually, all
the plate’s info
will be lost!
SER. NO. 010071
CONTRACT NO. M67004-06-D-0007
M26 - DECONTAMINATING APPARATUS,
JOINT SERVICE TRANSPORTABLE SMALL SCALE
MFR: DRS
MFR CAGE: 5RQL2
PART NUMBER: 91001-100

IUID

NSN: 4230-01-555-0686

To get a new plate, email the M26’s serial number,
your unit’s mailing address and a POC’s email and
phone number to:

usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-decon-items@mail.mil
For more information, see TACOM LCMC message
MA16-018 at: https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/

U.S.

?

Questions?
Contact
your TACOM

LAR.

Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MA16-018.html

PS 764
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This and
That for
SATS

FOLloW theSE
greAT Tips frOM
fT STEwart and
YOU’lL make ME
sOoO HApPY!

Dear Editor,
I think these tips will help units who use the standard automotive tool sets
(SATS)...and that’s a fact!

Add Non-skid Strips to Ramp
When the ramp
is wet, it gets quite
slick. Since you’re
often going in and
out of SATS carrying
something, it’s very
easy to take a spectacular fall. Putting
non-skid strips on
the ramp can prevent
that. NSN 7220-00823-7419 brings a
60-ft roll of the
strips.

To stop slipping,
add non-skid strips

Easy with Fasteners for Landing Legs Crank
It’s easy to crossthread them. Once that happens, it’s hard to crank the legs.
The only fix is to re-tap the threads.
Don’t forget to lube the crank and legs quarterly with GAA or any time they’re
hard to move. Also lube the leveling jack lock pin with penetrating oil or spray lube.
Make Sure Jack Stand Is Load Tested
Every 6 Months.
That’s often forgotten and it could make the
jack stand unsafe. Write the test date on the jack
stand so you can easily check when it’s next due.
See TB 43-0142 for more info.

Get jack stand load tested every year and write test date on stand
Check Container Roof Monthly for
Damage, Cracks and Punctures
Keep the roof clear of snow and debris to prevent
damage. Never store anything on the roof.

Fight Moisture
When units aren’t in the field, they often leave SATS locked up for weeks. Then
when they do get ready to use it, they find moisture has corroded tools and left
mildew throughout the trailer.
At least monthly (more often in humid places like Fts Stewart and Polk), open
up SATS and air it out. Run the ECU to help dry up moisture. Make sure the ECU
drain hose is routed through the ECU end wall vent and the drain pan and hose
are not clogged before running the ECU. The hose is located in the generator
room above the curb-side access door.

The Horror!
the hORror!

you
shoulda
aired me out.
Mildew and
CoRrosiON
haVE done a
NUmBeR on
Me!

Strap or Lock Everything Down for Travel
You sure don’t want things like jack stands bouncing
around the trailer during travel. Everything in the trailer
has tiedown straps, including the tool drawers. Tug on
each strap to make sure it’s actually locked in place.
And lock the drawers.
It’s a good idea to strap the wheel table to the top of
the transmission jack. They make a good fit.
Practice Tool Accountability
You’re responsible for all SATS tools, so if any disappear you have to do the explaining. Make sure every
tool that leaves SATS is signed out. If it’s for one day,
use DA Form 5519R. For 30 days, use DA Form 3161.
And for more than 30 days, use DA Form 2062.

whadaya mean
I have to SigN
foR ToOls I
nEed to Use!?

no signature
EquaLs nO
ResponsiBilitY!
and thAT’s
HoW tOoLs
disAPpEAr!

Open all the
tool drawers
and wipe the
tools dry if
necessary.

NSN 6850-01-590-1676 brings four vapor capsules that
can help dry up moisture, but remember to replace them
at least yearly. Write the installation date on them to help
you remember.

Remember ECU, Its Trailer AND Generator Have Their Own TMs
Use TM 9-6115-642-10 for the MEP 803A generator, TM 9-6115-750-10 for the
AMMPS 10K generator and TM 1108A/11080B-OI for the ECU and TM 9-2330-32814&P for the trailer. All but the ECU TM are on the LOGSA ETM site:

https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms/

To get a copy of the ECU TM, email:

usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-skot-group-actions@mail.mil
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Run Generator During Every PMCS
If the generator goes weeks without
being cranked up, its batteries go bad. No
generator means no lights and compressor.
Run the generator until it reaches operating
temperature. While it’s running, try the lights
and outlets to make sure they’re working.
Remember when you run the generator to
lock its door open. Otherwise, fumes can build
up in the trailer. Make sure the locking pin is
fully engaged so the wind can’t blow the door
shut. But don’t forget to remove the pin
Lock open generator
before shutting the door. You don’t want to
door when it’s running
snap the pin.
SPC Joseph Wesselzyk
FSC, 92nd Engr

Editor’s note: Great info, Specialist. And that’s the SATS fact!
If you have any SATS questions, email:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-skot-group-actions@mail.mil
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COMMUNICATIONS

• Drained by

Battery Hunt

• Battery

Replacement
Made Easy!
• Leave
Installation
Kits Behind
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Test Sets…

I can stomach
several battery
types, but be
sure to read my
TM to get the
whole skinny.

Drained
Drained
by
by

Battery
Battery
Hunt
Hunt
Dear Half-Mast,
I’ve run out of batteries for the AN/PRM-36 radio test set (RTS),
NSN 6625-01-581-8105. I’ve hunted but can’t find them in the supply system,
so I’m unable to test or troubleshoot SINCGARS radio systems. Any leads?
SGT M.W.

Sure thing, sergeant! The

AN/PRM-36 RTS uses three size AA,
1.25V, number NH15 rechargeable nickel
metal hydride (NiMH) batteries.

Order the
batteries with
NSN 6140-01537-5244.

in a pinch, you can substitute AA alkaline batteries.
The RTS will also run on AA nickel cadmium (NiCd)
rechargeable batteries, but they aren’t recommended
since used NiCds require hazardous material disposal.
Lithium batteries can damage the RTs , so don’t use ’em.

While you’re
rebuilding your
RTS supplies,
order a new
battery charger
with NSN 6130-01621-5665.

You’ll find maintaining the RTS is easier with instructions
at hand. So be sure to download TM 9-6625-1697-10
(Nov 13, w/Ch 1, Jun 14) from the Logistics Support Activity
(LOGSA) Electronic Technical Manuals Online website:

https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms/

PS 764
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KIV-7M…

Battery Replacement Made Easy!
When my panel flashes
KeyBatLo, you’d better
get me a new key retention
battery, toot-sweet!

Changing
a battery
should be
easy.

Pop the old
one out. Slide
the new one in.

Easypeasy,
right?

2. Check the battery cover on top
of the KIV-7M. It will be held
in place with two Phillips head
screws. Removing the Phillips head
screws is easy. But if the gasket
underneath is damaged, replace it
with NSN 5970-01-579-8279.

3. With the battery cover removed, note the
orientation of the battery. Grasp the small pulltab and slide the battery from its slot.

5. Remove the new battery, NSN 6135-99-5737965, from its packaging. If it doesn’t already
have a pull-tab, attach some non-conductive
tape, NSN 8315-01-517-9054, to create one.

When it comes
to the KIV-7M
programmable
multi-channel
encryptor’s key
retention battery,
things get a little
more complicated.

When
en
Wh

KeyBatLo
yB at Lo
Ke

pops
upup
onon
the
po ps
display
panel,
la y
th e di sp
e
th
the pa
key
retention
l,
ne
nt io nto
battery
needs
ke y re te
be
er y ne ed s
ttreplaced
ba
ac ed
pl
re
besoon as
toas

soon as
as
possible.
possible.

learn how to do it
on the next page!
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Remove
battery
cover

4. Check both terminals inside the battery slot.
They should be clean and free of corrosion.

not so
fast!

PS 764

1. Make sure the KIV-7M is hooked up
to AC power. Without AC power,
the entire unit will be zeroized
and may tamper as soon as the key
retention battery is removed. That
makes the unit inoperable.
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6. Slide the new battery into the
slot, making sure the positive and
negative sides line up with the
correct terminals.
7. Reattach the battery cover.
8. Verify that the front panel displays
KeyBatGd to reflect a good battery.
9. Wrap the old battery in the new
battery’s packaging, tape it shut and
dispose according to your unit’s SOP
for lithium batteries.

CERDEC can
help if you have
problems with
stripped battery
cover screws or
corroded battery
terminals.

For instructions on how
to get a replacement unit,
contact:

Battery
replacement
instructions will
be included in the
neXt tm uPdAte.

or
Patrick Djondo
DSN 648-6256 Or
(443) 395-6256

KimOanh (Kim) Le

DSN 648-5717/5887 or
(443) 395-5717/5887

kimoanh.n.le.civ@mail.mil

patrick.djondo.civ@mail.mil

5/23/16 10:59 PM

AN/GRM-122 Radio Test Set…

Item

Parts
Parts
Shortage
Shortage
Looking
Looking
Grim!
Grim!
some of
my parts
need repair.
Send ‘em in

now!

The AN/GRM-122
is the main radio
test set used for
all sINCGARS,
airborne radios and
aviation platforms.
Unfortunately, some
of its parts are
hard to find.

So a major repair effort is
now underway to fix as many
of the AN/GRM-122’s AEROFLEX
components as possible.
The repair contract runs out
in Aug 2016, so check your
shops now for any of
the components listed on
the chart!

Just remember… ThiS is NOt a One-FOR-oNE swaP Out.
You WOn’T reCeiVe a REPLacemENt foR YOuR turn-in.

Make sure all circuit cards
are handled properly
to prevent damage from
electrostatic discharge.

And package them
properly, too!
Ship the components to:

W1BG UEF DIST DEPOT TOBYANNA
Gibbs and Fifth Streets
Warehouse 6 Bay 4
Tobyhanna, PA 18466-5059

Next stop,
Tobyhanna!

Circuit card assembly
Tests accessory kit
Tests accessory kit
Tests accessory kit
Power supply
Printed circuit board
Printed circuit board
Electrical plug-in unit
Electrical plug-in unit
Cable assembly, special
Cable assembly, special
Cable assembly, special
Cable assembly, special
Cable assembly, special
Cable assembly, special
Cable assembly, special
Cable assembly, special
Cable assembly, special
Cable assembly, special
Cable assembly, special
Cable assembly, special
Cable assembly, special
Tests accessory kit
Tests accessory kit
Test set subassembly
Circuit card assembly
Circuit card assembly
Circuit card assembly
Circuit card assembly
Circuit card assembly
Circuit card assembly
Test adapter
Circuit card assembly
Circuit card assembly
Circuit card assembly
Circuit card assembly
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PN

NSN
5998-01-501-0465
4920-01-551-6540
4920-01-552-0586
4920-01-552-0630
6130-01-573-0829
5998-01-574-7086
5998-01-574-8656
6625-01-558-6903
6625-01-565-7494
5995-01-567-7371
5995-01-567-7376
5995-01-567-7381
5995-01-567-7388
5995-01-567-7404
5995-01-567-7448
5995-01-567-7459
5995-01-567-7481
5995-01-567-7487
5995-01-567-7493
5995-01-567-7507
5995-01-567-7527
5995-01-574-5340
4920-01-574-8039
4920-01-574-9155
6625-01-432-3819
5998-01-435-9240
5998-01-435-9243
5998-01-435-9244
5998-01-435-9245
5998-01-490-2919
5998-01-533-4944
6625-01-432-8368
5998-01-532-7760
5998-01-575-6790
5998-01-436-1888
5998-01-490-2919

7010-2930-600
AAJ200
RPM12CK
RPM2HCK
9001-2902-900
7010-6630-100
7010-6630-400
9001-6602-000
PL-1549/GRM
6041-6680-100
6041-6680-200
6041-6680-300
6041-6680-400
6041-2989-000
6041-2989-100
6041-2989-200
6041-2989-300
6041-2989-400
6041-2989-500
6041-2980-100
6041-2980-200
6041-6680-101
7001-2949-600
7001-6649-800
7010-1530-800
7010-1530-800
7010-1531-500
7010-1530-200
7011-1542-300
7010-1531-400
7011-1549-200
9001-1502-700
7011-1549-300
7010-8330-500
7010-1530-400
7010-1531-400
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Questions?
For sINCGARS,
contact
shelly Colello,
DsN 648-6297,
(443) 395-6297,
or by email:

shelly.a.
colello.civ@
mail.mil
For avionics,
contact
Donna
Stevenson,
DsN 648-1305,
(443) 395-1305,
or by email:

donna.a.
stevenson.civ@
mail.mil
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SOLDIER SUPPORT
• Worm Wars:

Episode III
A New Hope –
WPM Compliance
• Take Your Pick
from New Pumps!

PS 764
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Packaging and Shipping…
The age-old battle against
wood pests rages on!
You’re
the first
line of
defense in
protecting
the supply
chain.

An Expanding Threat
Unfortunately, this little bugger is still
a threat to WPM. Left unchecked, the
pinewood nematode can infest and kill
whole pine forests. if you ship infested
wood packaging, you’re helping to spread
these roundworms worldwide.

…the
Asian
longhorned
beetle…

The threat doesn’t end with
the pinewood nematode. The
problem has multiplied with
the introduction of other
destructive tree pests into
the DOD supply chain, like…

…and
the
emerald
ash
borer.

While the situation seems grim, there’s still hope.
it starts with WPM compliance.

WPM Site Program
To make sure WPM are pest-free,
units must set up a WPM site
program at their facility.

To qualify as HT, a lumber mill must heat the wood to a minimum temperature
of 133°F for 30 continuous minutes. The mill then stamps the lumber with “HT,”
which tells you the lumber is approved for building WPM and, if you’re a
certified WPM site, you’ll also apply the ISPM 15 certification mark.

dod 4140.65-m
is the guideline
for our wpm
site program.

For guidance, read DOD 4140.65-M,
Issue, Use, and Disposal of Wood
Packaging Material (WPM) (Aug 12).
Review it to make sure that you’re
following international agreements
(ISPM 15) on shipping pest-free
WPM across borders.

You can also order lumber and wood products from the Defense Logistics
Agency (DLA). Go to the Wood Products page on the DLA Troop Support
Construction and Equipment website:

https://www.troopsupport.dla.mil/CE/WoodProducts/Wood.asp
…or you can order
it through the
Defense Logistics
Agency (DLA).

you can Buy
heat-treated (HT)
lumber at your
local lumber
yard…

You can get the manual at the
DOD Issuances website:

http://www.dtic.mil/whs/directives
On the home page, choose the Pubs/
Manuals tab. The next screen is a
table of DOD manuals. Scroll down
to find DOD 4140.65-M.

Heat-treated Lumber
Heating lumber
kills any
pests lurking
in the wood.
Authorities
at domestic
and foreign
ports and air
terminals can
and will refuse
to forward
shipments if
the WPM is not
heat-treated
or if it lacks
certification
markings.

if you build or
repair wooden
boxes, crates,
pallets, skids,
dunnage* or
other wood
packaging for
shipping,
you must use
heat-treated
(HT) lumber.

*dunnage, What is dunnage?
Dunnage is material used to secure or support
the cargo being shipped. Examples of WPM used as
dunnage are bracers, sleepers, spacers, cross
members, headers/footers, and kickers.
if you
shop for
lumber
locally,

Click on the DLA Troop Support Wood Products Catalog
link at the bottom of the page. The catalog includes a list of
MIL-Specs, NSNs, types of wood and suggestions for use.
if you order wood from DLA, look for the HT mark when it arrives.

Certification
Get familiar with the Navy-run DOD Wood Packaging Materials website:

https://tarp.navsisa.navy.mil/wpm
The website offers training,
resources and links. it also
has a management tool for
required record keeping,
auditing and inspection.
if you work with WPM,
you’re required to take

WPM Certification Training
Get
lost!

offered on the website. You
must retake the training every
two years to stay current with
policy and procedures.

you’re not
heat TreatED!

make sure
it’s marked
HT.

When you complete the
training, you must select
a ‘‘ WPM responsibility’’
or role.

if it isn’t,
don’t buy it.

PS 764
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Site Worker:

A front-line worker in the packaging, WPM
fabrication or shipping area who applies
the appropriate certification mark. Site
workers are required to maintain daily
hard-copy records. Ask your shop leader
or WPM site custodian for a marking log
or a cut and fabrication work order
form. if you take the WPM training for
general knowledge, you should also
select ‘‘site Worker.’’

Site Custodian:
Responsible for submitting monthly
usage reports, securing certification
stamps, and retaining WPM documents and
training records.

Site Auditor:

ee choices:
Her e ar e the thr
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Responsible for conducting the
annual WPM site audit.
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Certification Mark

Final Reminder

You can stamp, stencil or
brand the certification mark
onto the wood.

Be sure to secure WPM stamps, stencils
and brands before you leave your work
area. You don’t want to lose them.

in April 2009, the ISPM 15
was revised, changing the
certification mark format. if
you don’t have ISPM 15 stamps
in the new format, contact
the USAMC Logistics Support
Activity (LOGSA) Packaging,
Storage and Containerization
Center (PSCC) to order new
stamps (see the PSCC POC info
at the end of this article). in
the meantime, continue to use
your current stamps until the
new ones arrive.

Counterfeiters would love to use
your certification credentials to pass
off non-compliant WPM as compliant.

WPM Help

?

Questions? Contact the USAMC LOGSA PSCC at DSN 795-9165,
(570) 615-9165, or email: usarmy.tyad.usamc. mbx.wpm@mail.mil

Fuel and Water Pumps…

Take
Your Pick
from New
Pumps!

I’m ready
to go if you
need fuel
or water
pumped!

Need a new
pump for
fuel or water
delivery?
You’re in luck!

Some new small pumps
are now available to
help with distribution and
pumping operations. Use
these NSNs to order:

Pump

NSN 4320-

TM

50-GPM fuel
100-GPM fuel
65-GPM water
125-GPM water

01-483-1058
01-483-1067
01-507-0595
01-507-0598

10-4320-403-13&P
10-4320-403-13&P
10-4320-404-13&P
10-4320-404-13&P

LOGISTICS
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• Twist-Locks

Required to Keep
Things Secure
• Get a Unit-Tailored
Publications List
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Twist-LoCks required
to Keep Things SeCure

ISO Containers…

WiSh Us LUck,
you GuYs! WE’re
gOinG AWay oN a
LONg TRip!

NOT
WithoUt
us, You
ARen’T!

The Army’s central
container collection
points, such as
installation
transportation offices,
Logistics Readiness
Centers or container
control points for
redistribution, maintain
and disperse excess
connectors to fill
shortages.

what if
I’m Missing
connectors?
where can I
get more?

Yeah! We’RE reQuirEd to
CONnecT ISO contaiNERs tO MeEt
the internatiONAL CONVENTion for
SaFe CONTAiners!

For more information on ISO containers, contact
the Army Intermodal and Distribution Platform
Management Office (AIDPMO) at DSN 770-4486,
(618) 220-4486, or email:

usarmy.scott.sddc.mbx.g3-aidpmo-maintenance@mail.mil
For more container guidance, including
policy and regulations, see AR 56-4,
Distribution of Materiel and Distribution
Platform Management (Sep 14), at:

http://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/r56_4.pdf
and
Defense Transportation Regulation
Part VI, Management and Control of
Intermodal, at:
Got twist-locks? ISO-certified horizontal twistlock coupling connectors, NSN 3040-01-387-4048, are
used to secure ISO-configured BICONs, QUADCONs,
TRICONs and BOh-type containers together for
stacking (storage) and transportation.

http://www.ustranscom.mil/dtr/dtrp6.cfm

here
we go!

SOon…

next stop:
adventure!

Here’s an important
rule to note!

QUADCONs, TRICONs and
BOH-type containers
must have a quantity
of three (3) and
BICONs must have
a quantity of two (2)
horizontal twist-lock
coupling connectors.

Connected BICONs,
QUADCONs, TRICONs
and BOh-type
containers have
the same footprint
as a twenty-foot
equivalent unit
(TEU)—a 20-ft
ISO container.

764 58-59.indd 1-2

When not used
for shipment
or storage,
the connectors
should be
stored on the
rack inside the
container door
or placed on
the floor if no
storage rack is
available.

Bon
VoYagE!
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Get a Unit-Tailored
Publications List

you’re
going to
look like
a million
bucks!

Wow! I’Ve heaRD about
EOPDb’s CUstOM PubS
serVice, But thiS takes
the CAke!

We know it can be tough to figure out if your unit has all the publications on

hand that it needs to maintain its equipment.
The Logistics Support Activity (LOGSA) Equipment Oriented Publications
Database (EOPDB) team can help. They can send you a custom list of the pubs
needed to support your unit’s specific equipment.
A customized pubs list is especially useful to units getting ready to deploy,
returning from deployment or changing command.
To get a unit-specific Publications Tailored Index Listing (PTIL), email
your request to: usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.eopdb@mail.mil
Include the following info:
• Your unit’s six-character Unit Identification Code (UIC)
• Your unit’s maintenance levels (10/20, 10/30, etc.)
• Your name, rank/grade, military address, email address and phone number.

Note that LOGSA’s EOPDB team can tell you what your unit needs, but they
can’t order the pubs for you. Your unit’s pub clerk must order pubs through the
Army Publishing Directorate (APD) at: http://www.apd.army.mil/
Or you can find current DA-authenticated equipment manuals, including
Interactive Electronic Technical Manuals (IETMs), on LOGSA’s Electronic
Technical Manuals Online website at: https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms/
Questions? Contact the EOPDB team at DSN 897-6115, (256) 313-6115 or
DSN 645-8586, (256) 955-8586 or at the email address above.
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Connie's Post Scripts
New CBRN-IRC Email

924H Wheel Loader
Camera Cable NSN
Get a 124-in long camera cable for your
924H wheel loader with NSN 615001-593-5507. NSN 6150-01-596-3828,
which is shown as Item 3 in Fig 51 of TM
5-3805-298-24P (Mar 13), is too short.

water purification
tablets?
Get a 50 count bottle of 8mg water
purification tablets with NSN
6850-01-618-1533. It replaces NSN
6850-00-985-7166, which is now a
terminal item.

The CBRN-Information Resource Center (IRC) has
a new Enterprise email address. For info on CBRN
shelf life, protection levels, storage/shipment
requirements or advisories, email:
cbrn.irc@mail.mil
Or call (800) 831-4408, DSN 793-7349, or (309)
782-7349.

M915A5 VORAD Sensor
You can no longer get the M915A5 tractor truck’s vehicle
on-board radar (VORAD) sensor and bracket, NSN 534001-576-5334, as a single item. Instead, you’ll need to
order the sensor, NSN 2590-01-651-2836, and bracket,
NSN 5340-01-650-9921, separately. Make a note until
Item 13 in Fig 279 of TM 9-2320-426-13&P in IETM EM
0308 (Aug 14) is updated.

BHL Cylinder Hoses
Reversed

Hard Targets Offered
for Ranges

The NSNs and part numbers for two of
the backhoe loader’s (BHL) front bucket
cylinder hoses were accidentally reversed
in TM 5-2420-231-24P (Jun 13). Use NSN
4720-01-549-0815 (PN 183660A1) when
ordering Item 2 in Fig 94 and NSN 472001-549-2548 (PN 183658A1) to get Item
4. Make a note until the TM is updated.

Military ranges often construct soft targets of
plywood or scrap steel to train personnel on
artillery and weapon systems. DOD’s Range
Program offers surplus vehicles for hard targets,
making training more realistic and viable. To find
out how to get excess vehicles for your range,
email DLA Disposition Services’ reutilization office
at: steven.carter@dla.mil or DRMSRTD@dla.mil

DISTRIBUTION: To be distributed in accordance with the initial distribution number (IDN) 340312, requirements for the TB 43-PS-Series.

Best place
to find PS?

In the Motor Pool…

right next to an open TM!

